
Venue Decor Brochure





Premier Events are proud
to work in partnership with
Brooksby Hall to provide a
wide range of venue 
dressing and decor items. 

Our range of products and 
services, allow our couples 
to create the look and feel 
in the venue, that suits both
their taste and budgets.  

DELIVERY INFORMATION
Delivery, installation and collection costs are included with the 
following packages

• Ultimate Package
• Festoon & Uplighting Package
• Fairy Light Canopy & Uplighting Package
• White Pleated Drape Package

If additional products and services are booked along with a package, 
there will be no additional delivery, installation and collection costs.

If you wanted to book a single product or service without a package, 
this is absolutely fine, but please be aware that there is a minimum 
order value of £300. For items where delivery, installation and collection 
are not included with a package, the cost for this service will be £100, 
per full van of equipment.

How to Book
All of the products and services outlined in this brochure can be 
booked directly with the wedding team at Brooksby Hall. 

Their email address is weddings@brooksbyhall.co.uk

If you would like a personalised quotation for your wedding at 
Brooksby Hall. Get in touch with the dedicated wedding team at 
Premier Events: info@premier-ltd.com

VAT
All prices are inclusive of VAT at 20%

WHY US?
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The Ultimate Package

£1,800
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The Ultimate Package includes our most popular items 
used when dressing the Villiers Hall.

Included with the package is:

FULL ROOM DRAPING

We will drape all of the perimeter walls using a white 
pleated drape. This can be provided both with and without 
the swag at the top of the drape.

LED UPLIGHTING

Using 16 of our standard LED battens, positioned 
strategically around the venue, will allow you to add a 
colour of your choice to the draping.

FESTOON LIGHTING

Our team will install 300m of warm white festoon lighting 
to create a canopy above your guests as they enjoy your 
wedding.

The festoon lighting can be dimmed for the evening 
reception if required.

DELIVERY, INSTALLATION & COLLECTION

Our event team will deliver, install and collect the above 
from Brooksby Hall so you don’t have to worry about a 
thing. All we need to know from yourselves is what colours 
you would like the uplighters to be.

*Please note that the package only includes the 3 items listed 
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 The Ultimate Package is a fantastic 
way to change the look and feel of the 
Villiers Hall, for your special day.

With dimmable lighting, we can create 
the desired atmosphere at the touch of 
a button. 

The Wedding Team - Brooksby Hall



FESTOON & UPLIGHTING PACKAGE

Our festoon and LED uplighting package has been 
especially created for the Villiers Hall at Brooksby Hall.

Containing over 300 metres of warm white festoon 
lamps, this stunning lighting effect is a fantastic 
addition to the venue.

As well as the festoon lighting, the package also 
includes 12 of our standard LED battens, allowing us 
to wash the walls in colour. We have 255 shades of red, 
green and blue to choose from, to create your desired 
colour.

The package includes delivery, installation and 
collection by our event team.

*Please note that only the 2 items listed here are included in the package 
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Festoon Canopy & 
Uplighting Package

£995
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Fairy Light Canopy & 
Uplighting Package

£550

FAIRY LIGHT & UPLIGHTING PACKAGE

Our fairy light canopy is made up of over 300m of fairy 
lights spanning out from the centre of the Villiers Hall.

We find that the fairy lights are a very popular addition 
to the Villiers Hall. The lights themselves can be 
programmed to twinkle if desired, or simply set to static, 
depending on your preference.

As well as the fairy lights, this package also includes 12 
of our standard LED battens. We position these around 
the venue to wash the walls with colour.

The package includes delivery, installation and 
collection.

*Please note that only the 2 items listed here are included in the package 



WHITE PLEATED DRAPE PACKAGE

Our white pleated drape is perfect for covering the walls of the 
Villiers Hall. 

The drape is steamed by hand on site by our team to ensure that 
it looks stunning for your big day.

We will use smaller drape sections above the doors, leaving them 
clear for use by your guests.

We recommend pairing this package with our LED uplighters to 
provide some colour to the walls.

The package includes draping to 3 of the walls, the  remaining 
wall is already draped.

Delivery, installation and collection is included in the above cost.

*Please note that only the drape is included in the package 
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White Pleated Drape
Package

£920
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Starcloth Backdrop

£360

STARCLOTH BACKDROP

If you have booked a band or DJ for the evening 
reception then our starcloth backdrop works 
especially well.

Our team will install 2x 6m x 4m black wool serge 
starcloths along the top wall. 

The starcloths can be set to twinkle at a speed of 
your preference, as well as being set to static.

The package includes delivery, installation and 
collection.

*Please note that only the 2x starcloths is included in the package.



DANCE FLOORS

Our range of dance floors provide a dedicated 
space for guests to dance at your wedding.

Our dance floors range from the classic black and 
white cheque floor, to the modern plain acrylic 
floors, to the popular starlit (twinkly) dance floors.

Delivery, installation and collection is free when 
booked alongside any package

WHAT SIZE DO YOU NEED?

For weddings in the Villiers Hall we recommend:

For 100 Guests - 12ft x 12ft
For 150 Guests - 14ft x 14ft
For 200 Guests - 16ft x 16ft
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Dance Floors

 We have five styles of dance floor to 
choose from for your wedding reception 
at Brooksby Hall 



  12ft x 12ft 14ft x 14ft 16ft x 16ft
 
Black Starlit:      £330           £390           £480
White Starlit:       £330             £390           £480
Plain Black:       £282                   £306           £360
Plain White:      £282                   £306           £360
Black & White:      £282                   £306          £360

Choose your Style



LED UPLIGHTING / MOOD LIGHTING

LED uplighting, also known as mood lighting is a 
fantastic way to change the look and feel of the 
Villiers Hall.

The LED uplighting can be used on the walls of the 
venue or alongside our venue draping service.

We offer 2 options of LED uplighter, a standard 
and a premium model. The main difference 
between these units is the increased brightness 
and muted colours available with the premium 
model. 

Delivery, installation and collection is free when 
booked alongside any of our packages.
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LED Uplighting

Standard LED Batten - £12 each

Premium LED Batten - £30 each 
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Mirror Ball

£120

MIRROR BALL

An all time classic disco lighting effect that we find 
works really well in the Villiers Hall at Brooksby.

Typically used for the first dance and alongside our 
starlit dance floors.

The 50cm mirror ball is provided with 2x high 
powered LED pin spots to project light onto the 
mirror ball, as well as a rotator to complete the 
package.

Our event team will install the mirror ball in such 
a way that it can be turned off and on throughout 
your evening reception with ease. 

Delivery, installation and collection is free when 
booked alongside any of our packages.



CHAIRS

We have some fantastic chair options that will 
transform the look and feel of your wedding 
ceremony, breakfast or reception at Brooksby Hall.

Delivery, installation and collection is free when 
booked alongside any of our packages.

ADDITIONAL CHAIR DECOR

We think our chairs look beautiful as they are but 
an additional decoration or two to match your 
theme won’t go amiss either.

From organza and satin sashes to chiffon drops 
and ruffle hoods, we have a large selection 
available.

Prices start from £1.80 per chair.
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Chairs

 Transform both your wedding 
ceremony and wedding breakfast with 
our range of chair options 

Limewash Chiavari Chair

Ice Chiavari ChairCross Back Chair



Limewash Chiavari Chair   - £3.50 each
Ice Chiavari Chair   - £3.50 each
Cross Back Chair   - £3.90 each

* Padded cushion for cross back chair is an additional £0.60 each 
   

Choose your Style

Ice Chiavari Chair

Limewash Chiavari ChairIce Chiavari Chair

Cross Back Chair Cross Back Chair



PA & MICROPHONE SYSTEM

Our PA systems and microphones ensure that your 
speeches are heard by all of your guests, in their 
full glory!

Having a small and discreet, but powerful and clear 
sounding PA system at your wedding reception 
may not necessarily be one of the first things that 
our clients think of when planning their event, but 
it is arguably one of the most important.

We will provide you with a 4 speaker L-Acoustics 
PA system with ability to plug in an iPod or iPhone 
etc for background music, as well as a single hand 
held wireless microphone for the speeches.

Delivery, installation and collection is free when 
booked alongside any of our packages.
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PA & Microphone System

£220 
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Staging

6m x 3m = £222

STAGING

If you have booked live entertainment for your 
wedding reception, then you may want to provide 
a stage for them to perform on.

We can provide stages in a range of sizes and 
heights. We can also, if required, provide a stage 
for the top table to be positioned on.

As standard we will cover the front and sides of the 
stage in a cotton material to conceal the legs. 

The top of the stage can also be carpeted to 
create the finished look, for an additional fee.

For a band we would recommend a 6m x 3m stage, 
for which the cost is £222.

Delivery, installation and collection is free when 
booked alongside any of our packages.



MAGIC SELFIE MIRROR 

A unique and exciting way to capture your big day. 

Our fantastic magic mirror is a fully customisable 
and interactive photo experience.

What’s Included?

• 3 Hours of run time
• Unlimited prints
• Text photos instantly to yourself
• Bespoke designs and print outs
• Wide range of props
• All photos supplied on USB stick
• An experienced and friendly host
• Delivery, installation and collection

Optional extras include a guest book as well as 
additional run hours and an early set up.
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Magic Selfie Mirror

£660 
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Love Letters

£300

LOVE LETTERS

Standing a whopping 1.5m (5ft) high, our 
illuminated LOVE letters are a great addition at any 
wedding.

As well as looking stunning, they provide a 
fantastic photo opportunity for your guests.

The LOVE letters look amazing both during the 
day, and at night, so you will get full use of them 
throughout your big day.

Delivery, installation and collection is free when 
booked alongside any of our packages.



LED FURNITURE 

Our range of LED furniture is battery powered and can 
be used inside or outside (even in the rain). 

Our furniture range includes:

LED Circular Bar   £120 per section
LED Straight Bar  £90 per section
LED Sofa   £60 per section
LED Poseur Table  £48 each
LED Low Level Table £36 each
LED Low Level Chair £30 each
LED Bar Stool  £30 each
LED Curved Bench  £30 each
LED Cube  £21.60 each
LED Ice Bucket  £14.40 each
LED Sphere  £9 (S), £15 (M) £24 (L) 
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LED Furniture

 Our range of LED furniture has proven 
to be very popular with our wedding 
clients. 

Its great for creating a chill out seating 
area or for use outdoors 
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Pallet Furniture

 Our pallet style furniture is suitable for 
use both inside and outside Brooksby 
Hall.

Its ideal for creating a chill out space at 
your wedding 

PALLET FURNITURE

Bang on trend, our range of pallet furniture has 
proven to be a big hit with our clients.

The pallet furniture range includes:

Pallet Bar (4ft section) £120 each
Pallet Sofa  £120 each
Pallet Table  £48 each
Pallet Bench  £36 each
Pallet Cube  £24 each

Delivery, installation and collection is free when 
booked alongside any of our packages.



AISLE RUNNERS 

Our aisle runners are a perfect way to add a touch of 
class to your wedding ceremony.

We have a variety of lengths and widths available to 
choose from.

For the Old Hall, we recommend a 5m x 1m aisle 
runner, the cost to hire this is £130.

Delivery, installation and collection is free when 
booked alongside any of our packages.  
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Aisle Runners

£130
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LED Blossom Tree

£300

LED BLOSSOM TREE

Our 3m tall LED blossom tree can be used both 
inside and outside at Brooksby Hall.

Its the perfect photo backdrop for the wedding 
breakfast and reception.

The tree is definitely one of our show stopping 
pieces with its realistic bark and warm white lights.

Delivery, installation and collection is free when 
booked alongside any of our packages.




